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Abstract?From academic year 2012 ?the mechanism of measurement and control by programs? has become
required in junior high school technical arts and home economics courses. For such instruction teaching
materials using cars and robot have been reported. Among some robots for education, MINDSTORMS made
by LEGO has received the most attention. With MINDSTORMS we can make cars or robots by assembling
parts such as motors or sensors. In addition, a development environment of the program for these motors
and sensors is provided. However, programming novices face three problems: (1) there are too many icons
for showing parts, (2) we cannot determine the state of the parts by only seeing icons, (3) variables are too
complicated for beginners to understand. Therefore, we developed MINDSTORMS Programming Environment
for Novices to solve these problems. In addition, we recommend introductory courseware using this learning
environment.
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